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SUMMARY 
Results are presented of an investieatton' that' has ' been under-. 
taken to develop theoretical methods of treating the motions of 
hydrofoil systems and t o determine some of the important parameters. 
Va~iations of parameters . inQlude three distributions of area 
between the hydrofoilS, t\-TO rates of change of downwash angle with 
angle of attack, three depths of innnersion, tt,70 dihedral angles, 
two rates of change of lift with innnersion, three longitudinal 
hydrofoil spac.ings, two radii of gyration in pi'tchirig, and various 
horiz ontal and vertical locations of .the center of graVity. Graphs 
are presented to Sh01v locations of the center of gravity for stable 
motion, values of the stablli ty . roots', and motions folloWing the 
SUdden application of a vertical force or a' pi tching'omoment to the 
hydrofoil syst.em for numerous s~t6 of values of the parameters. 
The lat~ral stability, of tandem-hydrofoil systems 1s briefly 
discussed, and values of the lateral stability r oots are presented 
for two longitudinal hydrofoil spacings and two vertical locations 
of the center of graVity. 
The analysis indicates that if only the loneitudinal motions 
of a hydrofoil system are of interest the present theory shoul~ 
provid~ sa.tis.factory PI'e<l;~cti0ns . An adequate theory for the . 
lateral motions., .h.o.we.ver., must i;.reat . the lon6itudinai and ' lateral 
motions inc9mbinati{)~. The conclu~tons based on the investige.tioll 
are that ~ large longitudinal spacing between · the hydrofoils, a 
lar~e rate. of change of lift 1.;1 th d~'Pth" of 1nm1ersloni and a ho:r:izontal 
location bf the center of gravity near the center of the region of 
stable locations are important contributions in the attainment of 
desirable characteristica f or the longitudinal motion. An appendix 
gives an outline of the methods of theoretical treatment used and 
presents ~ethode u~ed in com~uting the required stability derivatives. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of hydrofoils a s an alternative to planing bottoms or 
hulls f or the support of craft operating on the surface of water has 
been of interest f or some time . ( See reference 1.) Guidoni 
advocated the use of hydrofoils as a means of improving the take-
off and roug..h -wate~:, performance of seaplanes a s early as 1911. 
(See reference 2. ) Some of the advantages cla imed for hydrofoils 
over planing bottoms are a better ratio of lift to drag on the 
water and less sensitivity to irrecularities of the water surface. 
In addi tj.on, if hydrofoils are us eo. , t1+e hull lines can be designed 
to favor ,good aerod;vnruni c rat.her than good hydrocl;ynamlc charac-
teristics, and by Y'et-:"8.ctins the hydrofo:i.ls the' aerod;yn amic 
perfonn.ance can be even fur t her improved . In spite of the evident 
adva.11.tage s of these devices and the attention that they have 
l'eceJved, no publisheCJ. vTork is rnmrn to exist on the stability of 
motien for s;rstems em loying hydrofoils. 
The present paper deals theoretically with the behavi-or of a 
system supported solely by hydrofoilS and is a first approach to 
the problem of developing methods of theoretical treatment for the 
more general case where tne itlterac tion of hydrofoils, hull, and. 
aerodyn amic surfaces have t o be taken into accO\Ult. The treatment 
is based on ,the theory of small oscillations and involves assumptions 
customarily made i n applying the theory. ( See reference 3.) ' 
Definitions of all s;ymbols used are listecl at the beginning 
of the appendix . 
LONGITUDINAL MOTIONS 
~ . . ' 
The longitudinal motions of a number of hypothetical hydrofoil 
systems 'tlere investi3ated by means of calcula.tions based. on the 
theoret.ical treat1llent presented. in the ap:pendix . All the computa-
tions were for systems compo,sed of tvlO simila:;.~ hydrofoj.ls of rectangular 
plan f o):'in an.d ree tangular tips . The hydrofoils vlere arranged in 
tandem and. ha d. an aspect ratio of 6 and B. total hydrofoil area of 
0 .18$ square foot . (See fig . 1 .) The systems Wei"e aS8vmed to have 
a mass of 0.256 slug ,:md to operate at a vf)loei t~r of 20 'feet per 
second i n vlater having a density of ]. .97 slugs p8,Y' cubic foot. The 
mass of the system was assumed to include all items such as structure 
and additiona l mass effect . For systems wj,'ch dihedral the hydrofOil 
area, aspect ratio, and span ~.,ere based. on the 1)art of the hydrofoil 
immersed dv~inG the initi~~ undisturbed motion, Rlthou~~ unwetted 
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pa:::-ts of tr.e hydrofoils were a ssumed to pro,iect above the water far 
enough t o ensure thLl.t the t ips were never immersed during disturbed 
motions . ( See fi g . 2 .) Most of these dimensional charac t eri stics 
of the h,rdrofoil systems "Tere chosen to f acili tate compa~ ison of t he 
theoretical motions · with the results of contem1;llated. ex-perimentf.tl tesrts . 
Changes in the other. -parameters were made to determlne t heir effects 
on t he stable r~Gions, the stabil i ty l"Oots, and the motions re suI tine: 
from di.stul'bances. 
Effect of Paramete~8 on Stable Regions 
The stable region, a8 used in the present p~i"ge r, indicates 
permi ssi ble locations of the center of gravity re l ati ~re to the 
hydr.ofoils if the lonsltudlnal moUons are to b e stable . The stable 
region alone, however, gi ves no quant itative indication of the 
de.gree of stability . The stable r egi(;m is bounded by l i nes that 
are the loci of center-of-gravi ty l ocati9ns fOl" ,.;hlch neutral1.y 
stable longitudinal motions occur . The position s of the bOlIDdary 
lines, and hence the size of the .regi on, vary with change s in the 
par meter8 of the hydrofoi.l system an d thus suggest variations of 
the pare.meters that may be ,)f' p!'acti.cal interest for more detailed 
study . 
The t y-pe of unstable motion occurring just. outside the boundaries 
has been noted for ea0h of the stable regions in figures 3 to 9; 
thus, fo:c 8'lch staole regj.on , center- of-gravj.ty locations be;!'ond. t he 
rear bc·und.a --y lead t o an 1mstable eli ver.::;ence, and in most cases 
unstabl e oscillatic.ns occur for locat 'j ons beyonrl the front boundar y . 
The ,ear bODnd.ary is always located f rthe :~ to the rea~' of the f ront 
hydl'ofoil than would be the case f or a similar l?'lir of airfoils 
because of the additional dam.-pinr;; introduced a s a resLl t of the 
sensi ti vi ty of the hydrofOilS to depth of j.nunersion . 
In addition to the se:).ection of a center-of ~ravity l ocation 
that lies wi thin t.he sta.ble r egi on ln order to 'meet t he r equirements 
for stability, certain supplementary practica l factor s must be 
considered. For example , negat i ve lift on eith er- hydrofoil should 
be avoided ; otherwise mO:qlentary UJ1C OVer ng of the hydrofoil (as by 
a wave trou@'h ) will be follo~.;ed by nosin:~··over if the rear hydrofoil 
is operating at negativ.e .lift .. or nosing-up if the front hydro oil 
is operating at negat1ve 11ft . Furthermore, the longltudinal 
loca tion of the ' center of gr avi tS· is also restricted by the maximum 
positive lif t obtainable, and may be influenced by the desirability 
of operating the hyd.rofoils near their maximum lift-to-drag ratios. 
The net effect of such restrictions is to reduce the usable part of 
some of the computed. sta.ble reg ions shown in Hgures ., to 9 . 
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In the 1;n~esent stuo_y, where the effects of 1;)o",er are neglected, 
the vertical center- of - gravity l ocation selected appears t o be of 
second_ary iml1ortance, l ow loca tj. ons being somewhat advantageous . 
The effects of "Dowe r , 10weveT, w'ill undoubtedly have an i mportant 
bearing on t he choice of the ve r ti cal center-of-gravity l ocation . 
Distri bution of a~ea .- The effect of the distribution of area 
~etween the b'TO hydr fOil s on t ho extent of the stable rerdon is 
shoyffi in f1.sv.:re i . The -plan-form arr811f'ements as sumed. for the 
t hree distrib lUons t r eat.ed are shoyffi in fi cure 1. In arrangement 1 
the hy(lrofoils W'e r e ident :Lc:'l.lj in the other t"'o arranqements the 
ratio of the d.1stribut i on of B.rea '·m,s 1 : l~ an<l the arrangements 
diffe ~: 'ed. only i n the location of- the lar r~eY' hydrofoil. All the 
arrangement s had thA s~~e total hydrofo i l area of 0 .188 square foot. 
The hOl'izon tal d.i s tance between t he as stlmed hydrorlynamic centers of 
the h;rd :cofoils f o ~ all arran '.,ements was 10.Oc11 ",here cl i s the 
chord for the arratlc,ement wi t h t"'o equal hydrofOils, and t he assumed 
h:'·drodynaml.c center was l ocated at the quarter-'choY'd "9oint of the 
center sec "Clan . All the hyiirof oils ';ler e assumer1. to be immersed 1 .Oel 
at the hy1rodynamic c enter during the :i.n l. tial undisturbed motion . 
Figu.re 3 show's the,t t he configur a tion with the sma.ll surface 
aherul ( a:crangement 3) gave the l a r gest useful stabl e region. The 
rearward extent of the s t able region for the arr'angement with tyTO 
hydrofoils of equal area (arrangement 1) vTaS considered adequate, 
hmTeve:;.~ , an d because this arrangement "permitted c ertain s i mplifica-
tions in t he calculations , it . Ta's t1.cerl for the l'e s t of the work ', 
The COnfiS'1..1ratior .. having t he main surface ahe ad ( arrangement 2) 
\.,ould, f rom theoretical consicleY'ation s, be the most efficien t 
A.rrangement f or developing lift but has a c onsiderably . more limi-ted 
ran ::,e of sta1:l1e · c~nter ·-of-r,ravi ty loc~tion than d.o the other 
arrangements . 
;Ra~_of_ ch~e of do~myr.'1.Gh . - In a tand.em-h;vdrofa il system the 
·dmmwarcl veloei t y produced in the f lui d. by ·the fron t hydrofoil reduce'S 
the Elffecti ve an~l e.· 'of a t tack of the rear h;;,d.rofoil by t he ·amount of 
the dmm"rash angle f . The t:lmmi,TClsl1 anql e i c a fune t ion of . the lif't 
on ' the f r on t hydro' oil an(l hence v8.::'ies with en:':.le of attack . The 
r ate . o~ chanfje of 1o~m\'!ash a'rlg1 (p wi.th an0.:1e of at t ack, i.hieh is the 
·faotor of inter.e st from the standuoint 01 stabUi t -r, will be represented 
y the symbol Eex. ' The val ue of Eex. "rill -Q.!'f)ba.bl y be int.ermediate 
_ 2 d( CL )l bet'tTeen zero a'rld. the t heoj'etical ultimate max.i:m.um E - -- - - -
ex. lcAl dex.l 
but to determine the va l ue accurate l y VTou.ld requl:re an investigation 
of dowmvash near a f ree su:cfac e . COl' r es-pondin,cs 1 imitin .3 va l u.es of E, 
"'hich a re given i n stead. of f a. in t.he fi cure8 for the sake of 
brevi t y , 8.1"·e zero and t",tce the induced angle of attack a.i. In orrier 
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to ehm-' the, inf1'ten~8 of the rate of Chen(58 , of "dOWllvTash on the ' 
nature of the st'J.ble r 8&';i'on, 'com, :n~t8.tiOl':s ,·'ere made fOT these tvTO 
extreme s , .and the r esults f o:c a system baving ho equal h;yd'rofoils 
are shovm in f1 gure 4 . An inr::re E1s8 in tile va:ri '1-tion of do-vmvTash 
,.,ith a, shifts both bounda ries 1'or"a- d without a:p';Jrecia'bly' aJ:tering 
the size of the stable re ~ion . 
The effect of clmm,.,aoh for the other hyd,rofoi l an-angements was 
f cund to be similar t o tha . indicated by f'i @" r e 4 ,or thA arrane,ement 
,vi th two eqval hyd.':'ofoils . BeCG.1 se there was no 'p-ron:,nmr; ed. change 
n the size , of the sta'ble region vTi t h change in dovmwash ) the 
conrH tion of zero rllte of ch8nee of dovmvlaeh vi t h a, vas assumed j,n 
most of the rema ',ning cal (~u1ati f)ns . 
The tI''\J8 boundaries of the st ole re~ion f0r the system tr~ated 
tn, fi @.J.:l:'e 4 lie somevr~ere "rUllin the brnas, defined b1r the bouriclar i.es 
for € ::: 0 and , E' ::: 2(1'i' but .. ace 11T a to dcfin i t i on of the 'bounclar'ie s 
requires that € be ImUo;ID. . CO~lGe vati VB estimates will bg obtained , 
when the value of E :i.e no t rnmm, if t J1e ass~un.pMons are made that 
E ::: '20.i for com'l}ut ,ll lS tho loca tion of 'the r ea..!.' b01md 'u"y a.J.td that 
E ::: 0 for the f:cont bOlU1da:ry . 
Dep,~_of iremej:.sion .- :r'he lift :IDd a,rag ob a ined, from 'a: hydrofoil 
depend upon the d,epth of immel 'sion Zo of' the hydrofoil' 1n the water. 
Bec ause F.l:p:p:..~ec,iable change i n the depth of immersion may occur Und'er 
normal operating conditions , computa t ions of the stable region wer e 
made for ',runers ion depth of 0 .5clJ 1.0~J.. , and 1.5c'l ' ( See fi g , ;> . ) 
Limi ts of the stable r egion were not al t el'eri t o eny important extent 
by the assumed, changes in the de'P'th at 'Thich the b,Jdrofoils operate . 
Qih~dr~~nr,l~ l- The effect on the stable r e gion of inr-reasing 
the dihedral angle r of the hyd,rof0Ll s from 0 0 t o 300 is ohmm in 
,f i g U'tl 6 . Both the f r ont and. the rear botmdar.' es of the stable ' 
region we r e a f fectod by the dihedral hi such a "laY tha t the increase 
in dihed .. a l increased the size of ,t he sta'ble re gi on . 
I nc:.."easin,3 the ,:Uhedr al angle from ' Oo t o 300 res1u.'ted in an ' , 
associated increase in ve )~tical d"llil'Ping . It appeared rea sonable 
that the j,IDl?roved eta'bili ty obtained by changing t.he d hedral 'mi(~ht 
have resulted from th i s increased ver t ,lcB,l c'larill)lns , conseq • .1tmtl, 
the effect of Ilr bi,t:v-arL y increa sing the vertica l dm, 'Oln&; f or the 
h d1'ofoils 'ITi th a 'di~ledral an31e of 0 0 was studied and th'e 'results 
are, discussed in the next s ecti on ; r 
~a;t~,e of ~h"n~,9f 1Ht. vith irn..~:,s;, ol} . - If the depth of ilnme'rsi.on 
of a hyd1'ofq 1 j,s chanGints, the lift i s also :chancinc, and the rate 
of chenge ' can be , expressed by the vertical-damping de~lvative deL/ez l • 
I t i s believed that the incre~sed sta'bUi ty which aecompani:ed the ' , 
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inc~C'ease i n rlihedral angl e from 00 to 30° (discussed in the preceding 
section} may have been broug.~t about by the r esul tine; increase in 
the value of dCrj2Jz f. I nasmuch a s a fur ther i.ncrease in dihed.ral 
angl e w uld dec reas e the va l ue of the clerivattve, an explanati on of 
the inc l.'ease in dCL/dz' when the dihedral ,.ras chan ged from 00 to 300 
may be of interest . 
I n orcler to avoid the mathematica l difficulties of treating 
dtscontinuous cierivfltive s the assumption "Ta8 made in t.he p:re sent 
study , f or the case of hyclroi'oil s \vHh dihGclral, tha t a normally 
inactive part of the h;ydrQf oil extended sufficiently f a r above the 
iva ter surface t o keep t he hy(i)~ofoiJ. from be ing completely- immersed 
at any time during d.ist'L::cbed. moti on . ( Se e fig . 2 . ) As a r esult ' of 
this assumption , hydrofo:i1s vTi th di hedra l have a l ar ,GGr variation of 
lift wHh chan ee j.n de:pth of imrnersio:1 . than do hydr ofoils "TUh 
0 0 dihedral bec Ft1..'.se of t he increased. area brought Jnto action vThen 
the hydrofoil sinks deepel' into the water' . 'rhis vB.ri e.tion in aeti ve 
are a becomes greater a s the d.ihedra.l Em~~.e becomes smaller. 
The effect on the stable regi on of :Lnc Y'easins the va l ue of 
dcL/d'!. I fo r e9.ch hyclrofoU t o t wice t he value t hat the hydrof 0ils 
had. vrith 30° ri :i.hec1.ral , but having other charac teristics the same a s 
f or 00 cU heclr al; may be seen by compad.ng fi cures 6 and 7. DoubUng 
t he value of 'd8L/ 'OZ' sh j.f t s the rear b01..mdary of the stable regi on 
bad:: conslderabJy and produc es -pron01,mce<i chane;es in t he fron':; 
boundary . The fonner boundary fo r 1,mstable 08c illatj.ons now becomes 
an l.L11.stable "hump " in the reGi on ,yi t h a n ew front b01.L11.dary ahead of 
the hump . The ne'tl f o:cviard boundal7 represents c.ond.t tions for an 
unstable diverr,ence, bl1 t the boundar y ie too far ahead of the f ront 
hyd!.'ofo il to be of any pr achcal i nterest . 
JJOllE..~~.Y.ftJnal hydro.foil spac ing . - The effec t on t he stable 
region of increasing the longitudina.l spac i ng of the hyd.rofoils f rom 
10cl to 20cl is shOim in fi gure 8 . The l ar ger spacing results in a 
very l arge i ncrea s e in the s table reGi on and tn the replacement of 
the front b01..mdar;y tha t i nd.:lc ated l..L11.stable oscilla tions by Ct new 
front diver gent boundary . The' new fror.t b01mdary i s well ahead of 
the f>:'ont hydrnfo il, ' 7h1ch is the practic al limi t of for,yard. center-
of- gravity locati on . 
The absenc e of a bO'L1nd'U'y fo r oscillatory b.stabili ty for t he 
system vri t h 8. spacing of 20c l sugge~ts that, the l ar ge amo·,.m.t of q.amping in nitchlnG for thi s spacIng , r el aUve to the pitching r adius 
of gyra:tiQn Ky , might r~sui t In overdampj,ng and thti.s prevent the 
system from having any oscilla t ory motion. C.'3.1cul ations vTi th Ky 
reduc erl to Si ve a similar rel ation be hr.eeIf inert ia 311(l dampin r, for 
the small spacing of 10cl' mado to check ~he'hypothesis , showed that 
oscillations \'7ere stUl ob tained; t hus , it appears that the absence 
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of u.."1.staole oscillati ons for the larger spacing does not si ify 
ina'bili ty of the system to ~l1ave transient oscillat · ons . 
The pronounced. increase in the size of the stable re gion when 
the longitudinal spa.cing of the hydrofoils is increas8d jndicates 
that a lar«:e spacing is desi.rable in order to minimiz e the effects of 
lli'1.avoidable chanBes in center-of- gravity location enc ovntered. in 
practice . In a previous section entitled "Distr ibution of Area " 
a s-pe,cing of 10cl was Hseel in the calcul!:ltions made to s t udy the 
effects of distribution of ar ea . If a larger s~acin8 had been 
used, it would possibly have res,ll ted in a sufficient gain in the 
size of the staole region for the arrangement with the l ar ge 
hydrofoil fOrWal"d to make this configuration of practical value. 
B.?:,:!,iu~ of g.yra.tion in p.;-tchiD:a .- The marked increa se, in 
permissi'b"!.e horizontal cent8r-of- gravHy movement 1'Then Ky is 
rednced is indicated 1n fi gure 9, where the stable range of 
horizontal center-of-gravi ty location is shovm for zero vertical 
elevatio~ of the center of gravity with Ky reduced to one-fourth 
the value used previously . The pronounc ed effects of reducing Ky 
inQic ate that increased values of Ky , which Qre more likely to 
be used, should receive attention because of pOBsi"ble adverse effects 
on the chlU'acter istics of the l onsitudinal mo t ions . 
Effect of Parameters on Stability Roots 
~~en the equations of moti on a r e solved , the mot . on iB obtained 
as the S'L1.TIl of a series of components called modes. Stabi li t y root B., 
which indicate the degree of stability of the va i ous mod.es, can 
also be obtained fl'om the equations of motion 1'Tithout ef fec ting a 
complete solution of the equations. A more detailed. discusoi on of 
the significance of the stability roots is conta ined in t he ap'pendix 
of r eference L~ . Information obtai ned from the t ability roots is 
most u8efv~ "Then the rela t i ve magni tud.e or importance of the various 
modes is known, because the roots then provide a clue to the nature 
of the com~lete motion. 
In t he pre sent analysis, f our stab lity r oots ~ are obta i ned 
from the longitudi nal equations of motion and are distingui shed by 
the subscripts 1 to 4. The nature of the roots chanees wi t h 
variations ln the parameters of the hydrofoil syst em . A typical 
variation in the real parts of the roots is shown in figure 10. In 
general, when the maGnitudes of any two real roots become equal, the 
two real roots are replaced by a conjugate pair of complex r oots, 
each having the same magnitude for the real par t . Thus, such pairs 
of complex roots in figure 10 are indicated by a double lj.ne and an 
appropriate modification of the subscript . The .magnitude of the real 
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part for snch cem l ex lJl',i rr of r oote should. D.e reM. of f the plots at 
-I:.he ceC1ter of the cloubJ.e l:i.!10 . 
For avery real ro toot · j.n c)(J. l 'om the eqy . .J.t5.ons of motton t he 
ccmplete c l u 'ion w~~ l l , contain an ~1Jeri011c mo:le, o::.~ compon ent , 
of t he motion . Likewise , for every pair, ofr.olnT)lex r'oots the mot.ion 
,ril l c rnlt9.in an oscilla toY'; c cmpcnent . 'hen the nl::':,r n" tti'lc of t.he 
yeal pa.rt of y of t'le 1'0otg p9. S ":JG thr 'Jgh Z-?l 'O, t 18 mo -i on bec ome s 
llls table . 
TI.():r·i ~Q!ltal ~n~er·· 0"L.::~~::;r.i ·;;;:.l..0cat~~ . - 'HlP. effE;)ct of r:h a11. €.~inf 
the horizontql ,l.oca Uon 0 1' t he centel' f -:ravtt~r on the re:::J. ·p'u·ts 
of ' he st9.bHi ty roots is shOli!l i.n fi gure 10 for a sy 3tem 0 4=' bm 
equal 1~- "'ofoH3 wi t h ~oo ('L ih0d'~a.l . For cente,,~of ': r rav i :;y loc .l.t,ionp 
ahead 'of t h e hy~'i.rod.< T.;)mic cen ·er of the f:co"lt h ';drofoil, bro r e<:' l , 
r O'Jts 11 ' :lnd ) ,1) 811'.-., a pa r f com:\Jlex root ,. A,') , 11. ()x.i.st . ~,.rhen 
the c anter 0 grc vi ty ~.s ? . 1.6c l a htE'.d of i',he fl·ont·)hJrJ.rofo ~ l . the 
A,3 : h r cot,s a:::'e rlln~t[\.b~e, 'hieh :L. d~.c ate ~ tl:"t. +he ce, te:-:, of' 5~avi i:;;j-
has re~'l.Ched , the f'o~'''''E'rcJ. 0 0 '_1(1[tr~' of the t'lb: 8 :" 8;S::.O • Af:1 t he cente:t 
of dra7i t y is moved. 1'0?XivD l'0.. thEJ s taoility aJ ':Yiily jrll"!?r ves fo.::' the 
o sc ill at oL';j' corrlpnnent ('If the 1ll.07,ion r -P :C"8SentC'l t .v the A.::- tL 'oot8 . 
Me3.n:vrh:t J.e t~ e ma i "!:.ude8 of the 11.1 and A,2 _('at;) :l'Opr-"i.~.ch each 
ot er and 'bec ome e01;.a l ,vhen the c. ent,er 0.;:' g . .'l,vi ty is 3.00 1tt l , ')cl 
be~1ind"\"11 f~ont !1ydr0 '·:oil . Fl th 1'2,1'the1' 1'e" ) wGrd moyement of th~ 
center of [.r:wi t. the roots are c o lpl ecl ft.8 t"l:0 oscillo.ticns 
Y'eprc s ented 'by A" 0 , nJ. A,~ ,4 ' '~hen t!le c enter of ~;r,avi t~r :i s 
moved b8Cf. to the v i , init~r. of 4 .5 1 o 3hinu. t h e front h.rdrofo~.l rather 
::..' pld ch:mces n .01.:.:?.lin ~ ceuI', vil:l.C> fi nally Y'e.:3~ll t i n 8. rea l 
root 11.1 vii th A. large amount of' rit:J..t!lpin.g1 a comple~': pfl.i r 11. 2 , 3 vii t h 
moderate ' JJJlp i n 3, qnd a ref',l mo ).l~ 1vi th r U r,ht d ... . pinf; ; v:'hen tho 
cente r of 'g r av ty is ooved b;:tek t, '8, '9oint i . lj9cl,behin t l e' fl ·ont 
hydl"ofoil , the m?ob'- i t"de of the A,h ~"oot beC Ol!le a ?ero and the rea.r 
bOlmdal'Y 0 .. the stable rbciol1 11.o.s 'een roE.tc~e~ ., 
The be ~'la,viO:t' 01 the 100ts 'J.S th-9 hOl'i z0nt::tJ. locn.ti n of t:e 
center oi' gr evi i:;y ;.s cha..11.L;0rl inrticat of; 'that the t;-(pe of motion cflus'3d 
'by cis ·urbanceo will 'be con,gj.de r abl y :!.!1i .uenceo. 0; the 10n(~i tud inal 
loc~ti(;n ' of' t~e C6n"\".81.' of 2,·c3.v i ty . 
_.§:..S? __ cf ch<~e~L_' _o_~._f?:~ ' - The effect on the 9Lt.'bility roots 
of aS81un.inS the dO"l"fl'YTash cme1e E to 0"7 2O-J. inste".d of 7..erocan be 
s een from 3. c om1)('t!';.s n of: f-:' {<.uree 10 ard ll . N9 . roncu-.pce'd chcirigc 
in the rocts oc curl'e wi-t h -{ar t .tton .i.n Ect 1 ' exce'J)t 1'01' a shtf-t of 
the -;>8. tem. of 1'oot ~ou1)li.!1 ,,-!;s 1>1i th 'l'es'p.8c to the . h '.")r i zont::.l' enter-· 
Of - g2.''lvi ."J J.oc "!.tion j t hi s r esult .s consistent vlith ini._.c .... t1011f. 
ootai qd 'ea:!"lier f r em a, sturty of the i nFluence of E on' the "' ta Ie 
r eGion . Hence , for the !·cst . of t:10 ··"ork the val 1.e "i~' E ct was ' 
assumec. to 1?e :6ero . · 
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Dihedral.- The influence on the stability roots of changing the 
dihedral angle from 30° to 00 is evident when figuJ.~e 10 is compared. 
,oli th fl~re 12. The difference in the rate at .Thich the A.2· 3 
oscillation develops with rearvrard center-of-gravity movement for 
the two d.ihedral angles accounts for the different appearance of 
the right side of the diagram in the tHO figures. The most 
important feature disclosed by the comparison is the improvement, 
brought about by the use of dihedral, in damping of the component 
of motion involving the root A.)+ or the complex pair A.3.4' 
Vertical.-£.ent.~r-of-gravi ty location.- Fi fs'Ures 13 and 11+ 
together with flsure 10 ShOvl the effect on the stability roots of 
varyin.~ the vertical center-of-gravi t y location from a point on a 
level .n th the hydrofoils to a lloint 10cl above the hydrofoils. As 
had been indicated by the d1agre.ms of the stable regions, no 
pronounced chanses occur i n the nature of the roots when the vertical 
center- of-gravity location is shifted. 
Rate of change of lif t with immersion.- The effect on the 
stabili t~rootsof makinr; the valne of dCL/OZ' twice that for 
300 dihedr al is evident if fi ,:~;ure 1'5 is contrasted to figure 10 . 
Doubling the vertical-damping deri vative cansed marked improvement 
in the A.3.4 oscillation, which suggest8 t hat the similar improve-
ment in dampi ng obt ained by increasing t he o.ihedral angle from 
0 0 to ")0 0 ioTas a re sult of t he associated inc'~ease in the value 
of dCi/ dZ ' . 
Effect of .Parameters on Indicial Res~onses 
1m indicial :resuonse is the motion resl,l tine from a unit force 
or moment S tddenl;{ apl?l i ed to the hydrofoil system at zero time and 
hel~ constant thereafter . The indicial responses are of interest 
because they are of the same general charac ter as the motions 
produced by types of disturbance that are likely to be encountered 
in -practice. 
The longitudinal equa.tions of motion (equations (9)) involve 
three variables; hence three indicial l'esponses are necessary to 
define the motion caused by any specific unit disturbance. The 
three indicial responses may be conveniently represented by the 
symbols az, z ' ~, and ez for the change in angle of attack, 
vertical position, and angle of pitch, respectively, when the motion 
is caused by the sudden application of a unit CZ-force to the 
hydrofoil system. Similarly ~,z'm' and em are the response 
factors for a sudden unit Cm disturbance. 
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The indicial responses are functions of nondimensional time sc' 
typical variations of which are shov.'l1 in figure .16. The magnitud.e 
of ~isturbances actually encountered, when expressed in coefficient 
form, vTill usually be consio.e:-cably le ss than tmi tYj consequently, the 
actl~al motions experienced will be of ~roportionately smaller magnitude 
than the ind.icial · responses presented but will have the same t;;rpe of 
vari ation wi th time. Values of the inclicial re sponses after the 
disturbance has been absorbed by the system and new steady-state 
equilibrium conditions have been reached are represented by short 
h;rizontal lines at the rlght side of the plots. Such steady-state 
values CI..re not only ne.", equilibrium conditions for sudden disturbances 
but also re~resent new trim conditions after gradual changes in the 
load condition, such as would result from the use of fuel. 
Horizontal center-of-Br:avity locat~~g. - Indicial responses for 
a unit Cz-disturbance applied to a system of two equal hydrofoils 
\vi th zero dihedral are plotted against nondimensional time in 
figure 16 for several horizontal locations of the center of gravity. 
Values of Xl used in fi gure 16 were selected to give center-of-
gravity locations covering all the types of root coupling shown in 
figure 12 . If the center-of-gravity locations used in figure 16 
are noted on the diagre~ of the corresponding stable region (see 
fig . 3), the following points are evident: 
(1 ) A center- of- gravity location near the front boundary of 
the stable ~egion is conducive to motions characterized by pronounced 
oscillations . 
(2 ) A more rearward location of the center of gravity reduces 
the prominence of the oscillations but increases the tutimate 
deviation from the attitude that existed before the disttITbance. 
(3) For center-of-gravity locations near the rear boundary, no 
discernible oscillation is noted, but very large departures from the 
initial condition occur . 
Comparison of the maximtun deviations for the three center-of-
grayi ty l ocations of fi 8V.re 16 shOlvs that J during the interval of 
time covered by the curves, the smallest amplitude of motion of the 
hydrofoil system occurs for the case with the center of gravity back 
35 percent of the distance 1 be tween the two hydrofoils. The 
deviation caused. by a given disturbance rapidly becomes greater as 
the center of gravity is moved back of the optimum location, with the 
result that for such rearward locations a very slight disturbance 
would br ing the hydrofoils to the surface or cause them to sink very 
deep into the water . Location of the center of gravity any appreciable 
distance ahead of the optimum location appears undesirable because of 
the pronounced oscillatory motions involved. Such motions would 
be both uncomfortable and difficult to control . 
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Indicial responses for a unit Cm-disturbance, for the same 
condi tions as for figure 16, are plotted. in figure 17. The 
discussion of the effect of change in horizontal center-of-gravity 
l ocation on the indiciol. responses for a lmi t Cz -di sturbance also 
applies for a unit Cm-disturbance, with the exception that the 
ampli tuG.es of the motions are l east for the most forward center-of-
gravi ty location consid.ered, instead of' for the middle location . 
The osclllations are much more persistent , however, for the forward 
location than for the middle location . 
Because of the large response factors involved for either type 
of disturbance, even "Then the best cente ~-of" gY'avity location is 
selected, motions for hydrofoils with no dihedral will involve large 
amplitudes whenever a slight disturbance is encountered, hence, it 
appears evident that such a type of hydrofoil will not give satis-
factory performance . This conclusion a9plies only to the arrangement 
investigated, where the hydrofoils alw'ays remain completely sUbmergedt 
and i t shou~d not be exte deClo to cover l adder arrangements, for which 
a change in effective area .Ti th iID!llersion depth produces effects 
similar to those for '9artly immersed hyo.rofoils with cUhedral . 
Dihedral angle .- The e~fect on the indicial re sponses of 
increaSing the o.ihectral angle from 00 t o 300 may 'be obtained by a 
comparison of figures 18 and 16 fo~ a unit C6-distur bance, and of 
figures 19 and 17 foy a unit Cm- disturbance . The figul~eB indicate 
that the effect on the nature of the motions of changing the 
horizontal center-of-sravity location is much the same as that 
indicated in the preceding parts of the present paper. ThUS, the 
most desirable center-of-gravity location appears to be about 3.50cl 
back of the front hydrofoil, as in the case for 00 dihedral angle. 
At any particular horizontal location of the center of gravity the 
increase in dihedral causes an app eciable reduction in the indicial 
responses . The reduced sensitivity to disturbances when the dihedral 
angle was increased from 00 to 300 may have been a result of the 
corresponding increase in vertical damping. In such a case, as 
mentioned. in the di scussion of stable regions, a fUrther increase in 
dihedral woUld have an effect opposite to that caused by this initial 
increase in dihedral. 
Rate of change of lift with immersion .- The effect of varying 
the rate of change of lift ,nth immersion on the indicial responses 
for a unit Cz-disturb~Dce may be seen from a comparison of 
figures 16, 18, ~Dd 20 . Figures 16 and 18 give the indicial responses 
for hydrofoils with dihedral angles of 00 and 300 , respectively; 
. whereas for figure 20 the rate of change of lift with immersion 
is assumed to have a value twice that for hydrofoils of 300 
dihedral angle 'but to have other hydrofoil characteristlcs the 
same as for 00 dihedral angle . If the case for the center of 
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gravity at 3 .S0cl is selected in eac~ of the figures, comparison 
shows the direct relation bet,.,een good riding characterl&tics and 
a large value of oCL/dZ 1 . It appear s, the!'efore , that a large 
value of dCL/dZ I should be attained by the use of arrangements 
such as hydrofoils with dihedral for ".'hlch the effective area 
changes with iramerslon depth, or by the use of some device that 
changes the angle of attack when the height varies. Figure 21 
gives data corresponding to the data of fi gure 20, but vith a 
unit Cm-disturbance assumed . Resv~ts for the several center-of-
gravity locations assumed in figures 20 and 21 indicate the same 
influence of horizontal center- of-gravity location on the motions 
as has been sho'Ym by the cOPlputations sl1IJllll.a!'ized in figure 17. 
Longitudi~al hydrofoil s~aclng . - Indicial responses for either 
a tmit Cz-~isturbance or a i111it Cm-disturbance applied to a 
system of t1 0 equal hydrofoil s spaced 20c1 are given in figure 22. 
The horizontal center -of- gravity location in fi gure 22 is at 0.35~, 
which is the same percentage of ~ that was Hsert in fi gures 18 
and 19 , and other conditions are also the same as f or f i gtrres 18 
and 19 . FiguTe 23 gives data similar to the data of figure 22 
except that the spacing has been increased to 100cl ' Comparison of 
figures 18, 19, 22, and 23 indicates that increasing the hydrofoil 
spa.eing tends to inc:;~ease the restraint in pitching and thus 
reduces the r esponse in all degrees of freedom for pttching-moment 
disturbances, and. in all but vertical motions for Z-force distm'bances . 
The effect of increaFling the hydrofoil spacing on the motions suggests 
that the spac ing sholud be as la~ge as is practical, in order to 
reduce the response to a given disturbance . Figure 24 shows the 
significance of 10c l , 20cl , and 100cl spacings if the hydrofoil 
systems were attached to a t~ical flying boat . 
LATERAL MOTIONS 
Lateral stability fOl~ flying boats has not generally been a 
serious problem up to the present time; hence the pr esent investiga-
tion of the lateral characteristics of hydrofoils 1.as brief and 
made chiefly to check the lateral stability of typical hydrofoil 
arrangements asslxmed in much of the study of longitudinal stability . 
In the present investigation all the lateral stability 
calculations were made for a hydrofoil system conSisting of two 
i dentical hydrofOils of rectangular plan form, each having 
rectangular tips, 300 dihedral , and an aspect ratio of 6. The 
center of gravity was assumed to have a horizontal location O . 35~ 
behind the hydrod.ynamic center of the front hydrofoil . The rate 
of change of downwash at the rear hydrofoil was assumed to be zero . 
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The mass of the hydrofoil system was the same as that assumed for 
the investigation of longitudin8~ stability . The study .laB confined 
to what was considered the idealized case, .There the supporting 
8trut8 have no influence on the characteri8tics of the hydrofoil 
system. The method of treatment for the lateral motions was similar 
to that used for the longitud1nal motions and is described in detail 
in the appendix. 
The effects of chanses in tIle vertical location of the center 
of gravity and changes in the longitudinal spacing of the hydrofoils 
on the lateral stability roots are indicated by the (tata of the 
following table: 
-
... --. 
zl l 
(chords) (chords) Lateral 8tabili ty roots 
I-
--
2 .5 10 0 -0.544 :t 1 .1221 -0 .1~72 ± 0.204i 
5.0 10 0 -1.715 ± 0.523i -0.242 :t 0.1011 
5 rO 20 0 -2 .274 :t 1.958i -0.221 1-0.292 
The zero root that i8 listed for each 8et of values of zl 
and l in the table results because the sy8tem 113 insensitive to 
heading; that is, the performaDce does not depend on the initial 
direction of travel. The remaining roots listed are either negative 
or have negative real parts in the case of complex roots, which 
indicates that all the systems investigated were laterally stable. 
Instabili ty vTas expected in the byo case8 with the higher center-
of-gravity location, but apparently the stabilizing effect of the 
rolling moment that 113 developed when the system 1s banked (defined 
by the value of the derivative dCl/d¢) oubyeighs the effect of the 
higher center-of-gravity location. Check calculations made with 
dcl/d¢ reduced to nearly zero but With other conditions the same 
.as for the second ca8e in the table 8howed pronounced lateral 
in8tabill ty • From the foregoing re8ul ts the value of del/¥ 
appears to have an important influence on lateral stability. The 
value of this derivative is likely .to depend on the depth of immersion 
of the hydrofoils; therefore it may impo8e a coupling between the 
longitudinal and. the lateral motion8 and thus prevent reliable 
predictions of the lateral behavior when the longitudinal motion 
is ignored. In contrast, none of the longitudinal derivatives 
appears to be appreciably affect.ed .by lateral motions. 
l-~~ _____ ~~ __ ~~ __ . _ __ J 
.----_._-
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The data given in the table indicate that raising the center 
of gravi t3T aDd increaEJing the longitudinal spacing of the hydrofoils 
both incr ease the total dampi ng in the hydrofoil system, but the 
practical value of the increase in damping cannot be determined 
except from a s t udy of the response f actors involved. Such a study 
does not seem feasible until experimental checks are made on the 
validit y of certain of the assumptions made in developine the theory 
for l ateral motions . 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FurURE RESEARCH 
The present study is based on the assumption of small 
displ acements . Eecause of the nonlinearity of many of the derivatives 
invol veo. , any appreciable departure s from the ' assumed. speed, ,i epth of 
i mmersion, and other factors may cause marked. changes ·in the dynamic 
·characteristics of the system . Studies of maneuvers, such as take-
offs, of hydrofoil systems may conseq~ently require step-by-step 
treatment . The d.evelopment of methods of studying the comoined 
motions and, determination of the effects of changes in fOrYTard speed, 
hydrofoil loadinG, and moments of iner tia on the motions also appears 
desirable '. ,' For seaplanes the interaction of hydrofoils.r hull, and 
aerodynamic sUrfaces must be considered . Other factors that shou1d 
receive attention are the influence of the hydrofoil supports 
(particularly on la:teral motion), the effects of po,.er, and the 
nature of the downwash near a free surface . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A theoreti cal investigation ,\-Tas made of tandem hycirofoil 
arrangements, based on tho lifting- line theory. The conclusions 
which fol low apply to only ·the longitudinal behavior, inasmlch as 
the computations made wer.e insufficient .to jllstify definite conclusions 
regarding the lateral motions . ' 
1 . The i ongitudinal hydrofoil spacing shotud be as large as is 
feasible . 
2 . The rat.e , of change in lift with change in depth of immersion 
of t he hydrofoils should be large . Dihed,ral appears to be 
advantageous, if the hydrofoil is partly immersed, because with 
dihedral there , is a larger rate of ch~ge of 11ft with change in 
immersion , The rate of change of lift with immersion will be 
insufficient for hydrofoils with no dihedral 1lll1ess the area is 
composed of several panels in a mul tiplane arrangement . 
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3. The rear hyc1.rofoil a!'ea should be as large as, or larger 
than, the front hyd:tofoil area if large variatiClns in cent(:)r-of-
gravi t y location are to be accormnodated when the longltwJiRal 
hydrofoil spacing is small (of the order of 10 chords). With 
appreciably larger spacings, the arrangement with the main surface 
forward appears to be sufficiently stable and should be more 
efficient than the other arrangements. 
4. The ch01ce of horizontal center-of-gravity location should 
be based on considerations of the resultant characteristicg of the 
longitudinal motions and the hydrofoil loadj.ng. The location should 
not be ahead of the hydrodynamic center of t.he front hydrofoil, in 
order to avoid undesirable loading. The location should b~ as far 
ahead of the rear boundary of the stable region as is feasible 
~dthout inC1ITring objectionable oscillations . The best compromise 
from this latter stan1ipoint appears to be a location near the center 
of the stable region. For two equal by ro:foils in tandem the best. 
location appears to be back c.bont 35 percent of the distance betT..reen 
the hydrofoils. 
5. If the offects of power are neglected, the vertical csntor-
of- gravity location appears to be of little importe.nce, low .locationc 
being somewhat advanta eous. 
6. A reduction in tho pitching radius of gyration will cause 
an appreciable increase in the range of horizontal center-of-gravity 
location that will be stable. 
Langley Hemorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aer onautics 
Langley Field, Va . , May 9, 1947 
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APPENDIX. 
METHODS OF THEORETICAL TREATMENT 
SYMBOLS 
h. c. hyd.rodynamic center 
c. g . center of gravity of hydrofoil system 
X-, Y-, ~~eB rectilinear reference axes fixed in hydrofoil 
system, with ori gin located at center of 
gravity (The X-~is is a1ined in the direction 
of the ini tialJ.;r undisturbed motion. The Initial 
position of the Y-axi s is directed horizontally 
to the right. The Z ·~is ia directed dmmward.) 
x, Y, Z forces along X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively 
L, M, N moments about X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively 
Zt-axis axis, directed vertically downward with respect 
to the earth from origin located at center of 
gravity of hydrofo:i.l system 
zt displacement along Zf-axis 
¢, e) 1/r angular displacments of reference axes from 
initial positions, radians (see fig. 25) 
~, ~ angles, in radians, giving instantaneous orientation 
of reference axes with respect to path of motion 
(see fig. 25); thus ~ is angle of attack 
and ~ angle of sideslip at center of gravity 
V linear velocity of center of gravity 
n angular velocity of hydrofoil system about center 
u, v, w 
PJ q, r 
of gravity, radians per second 
components of V along X-, Y-, and Z-axes, 
respectively 
components of n about X-, Y-, and Z-axes, 
respectively 
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v1 welght of hydrofoil system 
m 
1 
2 
s 
r 
E 
f3n 
mass of hydrofoil system 
radii of gyration of hydrofoil system about 
respective reference axes 
densi ty of '\-la ter 
subscript used to designate front hydrofoil in a 
system of t,.,o hydrofoils in tandem 
subscript used to designate rear hydrofoil in a 
system of two hydrofoils in tandem 
total pr ojected area of irmnersed part of hydrofoil 
system under conditions of steady undistu.rbed 
motion 
total projected area of nth hydrofoil 
chor d of nth hydrofoil 
span of nth hydrofoil 
aspect ratio of nth hydrofOil 
dihedral angle of nth hydrofOil, in radians unless 
specified otheri·rise 
dihedral angle ,·rhen anele is same for all hydrofOils 
in system 
angle of attack at hydrodynamic center of nth 
hydrofoil, radians 
i nduced angle of att ack at hydrodyn~c center 
of front hydrofoil, radians 
clownYTash aIlBle at hydrodynamic center of rear 
hydrofOil, radians 
ra te of cha.Tlge of E wi t h a. 
r ate of change of E with qcl/V 
angle of Sideslip at hydrodynamic center of nth 
hydrofoil~ radians 
~~ __ J 
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nondimensional rolling velocity at hydrodynami c 
center of nth hydrofoil, based on local rolling 
velocity in radiruls per second, bn , and V 
nondimensional yavring vel ocity, with definition 
6~milar to that for (~t 
lift on hydrofoil system, measured at center of 
gravl ty in direction pe:cpendi cular to V and 
converted to coefficient form by dividing 
b' lp V2S 2 w' 
lift on nt 1 hydrofOil, measured at hydrodynamic 
center of hydrofoil tmder consideration in 
a direction parallel to 0I, and converted to 
coefficient form by dividing by lp, v2s 
2 'v 
l i ft on nth hydrofoil, measured at hydrodynamic 
centor of hydl"of oil under consi deration i n 
direc t ion perpendicular to local relative motion 
and converted to coefficient form by dividing 
b: lp V2S 2 v, n 
drag on nth hydrofoi l, measured at hydrodynamiC 
center of hydrofoil under consideration in 
direction parallel to local relative motion 
and converted to coeffici ent form by dividing 
by lp V2S 
'2 ,'r n 
weight of hydrof oi l system converted to coefficient 
form by dividing by Ip V2S 
2 w 
s ide force on hydrofoil system, measured at 
center of gravity in direction of Y-axis and 
conve~ted to coefficient form by dividinG 
by ~pwV2S 
sj.de force on nth hydrofoj_l, measured at hydro-
dym·ru1c .fmter of h~-d.rofoil under consideration 
in ciirec t l.on parallel to Y-axis and converted 
to coefficient form by dividing by lp V2S 2 w n 
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coefficient of Z-force, with ~efinition similar 
to that for Cy 
19 
rolling moment about X··-axis , converted to coefficient 
form by dividi ng by ~p,.,V2Sbl 
rolling moment at h:rdrodynami c center of nth hydrofoil 
about axis parallel to X-axiS, converted to 
coeffic j.ent form by dividing by ;pvrV2Snbn 
pitching mcment about Y- axisJ converted to coefficient 
form by dividing by -2lp Se] yT . 
coefficien t s of ym-Ting momen t , with definj.tions 
similar to t hose for C~ and (C~)n' respectively 
the derivative de / ()C!c1 In V 
X--component of distance from center of gravity to 
hydrodVT~c center of front hydrofoil, cl-~~it8 
X- c01.f':;Jonent of distance from hydrod.mamic center of 
r e8.r h~~ fu~ofoil to c e::1ter of gravj ty, cl-uni t s 
dista'J.ce b8tifeen hydrodynami c centers of the tyTO 
hydrofoils measured parallel to X-rod s , Cl-lUli ts 
Z-co:mponent of' distance from c enter of gravity to 
hyurocl;Yi:r.,ni c center of nth hydrofoil, c1- lli1i ts 
operating ,i211th; distance from Hater surface to 
hydrodY.!'l~ni c center of nth hydrofoi l during 
steady u·'1d.istcrbed motion, cn-ru;:!. ts 
opereting depth when depth is same for all hydrofoils ' 
in syste:Lll 
parameter of nth hydrofoil used to determine value 
of dCCy) j 'd("Jb) 
n \V ... n 
20 
z' 
z ' 
'n 
I-Lc 
I-Lb 
Ky 
KX ' KZ 
t 
Bc 
z('t) 
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Y-component of distance from hydrodynamic center 
to centroid of lift on one panel of nth hydrofoil, 
bn-uni ts 
ver tical displacement of center of gravity during 
distQ~bed motions, cl-units 
vertical displacement of hydrodynamic center of nth 
hydrofoil during disturbed motions, cn-units 
mass of hydrofo i l system, ~PWscl-units 
mass of hydrofoil system, ~~wSbl-units 
radius of gyration about Y- axis , cl -un1ts 
rad i of gyration about x- and Z-axes, respectively, 
bl -unlts 
time, seconds 
time, cl/v l.mits (To convert nondimenE'ional 
time into second units use t = Bccl/V' The 8C 
time scale may alternatively be converted into 
distance traversed if values of Sc are multiplied 
by C1') 
time, bl/V units 
stability root , with various numerical subscripts 
used to distinguish t he different roots 
disturbance function; a Z-force of variable magnitude, 
time history of which is indicated by form of 
function (The complete description of any arbitrary 
disturbance acting on the hydrofoil system may be 
expressed by use of this and the additional 
disturbance functions M(t), yet), L(t), and 
N( t ), with deflni tions simila.r to that for Z( t) .) 
nondimens:l.onal disturbance Lmc tion, similal-
to Z( t ) but ,vi th f orce expressed in coefficient 
form and vrith time in nondimensional units 
(Similar definitions apply to Cm(sc), Cy(Sb), 
C~(sb)' and Cn( sb) ') 
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iniicia1 responses giving motions in ~, zt, 
and 8, respecttve1y, caused by sudden 
application of unit Cz-disturbance to 
hydrofoil system 
21 
indicial responses giving motions in ~, Zf} .and 8, 
respectively, caused by sudden application of 
unit Cm-dtsturbance to hydrofoil system 
empirical constant used to determine value 
of d(CL \jdz7n 
empirical constants used to determine value 
of d(CL)Jd~n 
empirical constants used to determine value 
of' d(CD)r/dau 
Longitudinal Equationo of Motion 
The longitlldinal motions of t he hydrofoil system are referred 
to the system of axes described i n the list of symbols . 'rIle choice 
of axes that correspond to those customarily employed in studies of 
airplane stability should facilitate extension of the present hydro-
foil theory to include the effects of aerodynamic surfaces. The 
equations of motion are based on the assumption that the hydrofOil 
system can be r eplaced by a particle at its center of gravity having 
a mass m and radii of gyration kX' ky, kZ about the respective 
reference axes equal to those of the hydrofoil system. The analysis 
is also based on the assumption t hat t he velocities V in the 
direction of motion and u along t he X-axis are constant and t hat 
departures from the initial conditions of motion are small. The 
further assumption is made t hat the longitudinal di splacements Z', 
8, and along t he Z-axis, in t he plane of symmetry of the hydrofoil 
system, are independent of t he lateral motions involving t he 
displacements ¢,~, and along t he ~~is. Th 's assumpticn yi elds 
satisfactory t heoret cal predi c t i ons of the mot ions 0 ai rplane s i n 
normal flight and appears warranted, based on t he nature of t he 
deviations involved, in the treat ment of the longitudinal motion 
of hydrofoils. Its application to t he lateral motions of hydrofoils 
is made with reservat ions, as mentioned in the main test . 
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By the use of D 'Alemberts p:d.ncj.ple, the follo'uine equation s 
of equilibrium at the cent er of gravity are vITi tten for t he forces 
and moments involved in the l ongitudi nal motions : 
d2Z 
- mqV v%~ + Z'~ edz + Z Z(t)l Jll..- = .: .. q;- + (lt2 1" (jZ' 2e 2Jq 
( 1) 
mlCy2o.2e 
6M Z 'eM + e6M -I- q~M + 11(t)j = '''6~ + 
dt2 vT dZ ' ce \. q 
where Z(t) ':and M(t) are arbitrary disturbance functions . The 
Gquations have the same form a s the f amiliar equations of l ongitudinal 
motion for an airpl ane, except for the add.ition of clerivatives vlith 
respect to Z' and e . The equation of eqID,libriu1ll involvi ng the 
X -forces is omitted because n is assmned constant . Equations (1) 
dZ ,,, de 
can be simplified b~r uGing '7 = -d.t' a,::: y' and q = at t o give 
mv~~' - mV_cB = ~ -:- Z ,6Z .'. e~Ze + c1
d
e
t 
~ -:- Z( t) 
dlJ - dt ca, 67.,'1 0 oq 
> (2) 
If equations (2) are rewrttten in a nondimens ional form, the solutions 
obtained 1'7ill be genera l in character. The method used to ma~ce the 
various terms of the eC].ustions nono.imensional involves expressing all 
angles in radians, a l l forces and moments in the atandard NACA 
coefficient forms 
Z Cz = ---:=-1 2 ~p .. l s 
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M C =--
1::1 1r- V2Sc 2t-'w 1 
(4 ) 
all lengths in terms of the chord cl of the front hydrofoil, all 
times in terms of the tj.me c1lv required for the system to traverse 
the distance cl along the :path of mo cion .. and the mass in terms 
of ~wBCl units. The nondimensional quantities of mass ~c' 
time so' vertical displacement Z7, and radius of gyration Ky 
about the Y-axis thus bear the follmdng relations to the 
correAponding dimensional quanti Mes: 
~c = m (5) ~PJ3cl 
8C = ..-i.- (6) 
cl/V 
(7) 
(8 ) 
In equations (3) to (8), Pw is the density of water and S is 
the total projected hydrofoil area in the hydrofoil system. 
The nondimensional form of equatio ... 1S (2) becomes 
dC . 
= CLdC,? + zt~ + 
Ocr. oz' 
dC dC ' 
= a,-1!! + z' --1ll. + dCL dz. 
(9) 
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Also, from geometric consie.ere.tions, 
dz' 
-- = a. - e dsc 
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(10)' 
In equations (9)" 0Z(SC) a."1d CmCsc ) are fUnctions of nondimenslonal 
time that describe the appli'cation of distUl'bing force and moment 
coefficients to t he hydrofoil s;')rs tem. The methods used to make the 
terms of equations (9) nondimensiona.l have t he advantage that the . 
nondimensional equations obtained r0tain the same form as the original 
force equations, consequent].:' t e physical significance of the nOl"l:-
dimensional equations ShOlUd be more reaCil y evident. Solutions of 
motion obtained from equations (9) are l ike'l-Tise nondi mensiona.l and 
may be considered as proportions, applLcable to all s i milar hydrofoil 
systems, and capable of conversion to customary enginAering units in 
any given case by use of t he characteristic dimensions cl and V 
pertinent to the specific design. 
Stable reg.ions and stability roots for t he longitudi nal motions 
can be obtained from equati ons (9) in conj unction with equation (10) 
by methods discussed i n reference 4. The stability equation for the 
longitudinal motions has the form 
aD4 + bD3 + cD2 + dD + e = 0 (11) 
B01m.daries for the stable regions were obtained from the conditions 
(12) 
for the oscillatory boundary and 
e = 0 (13) 
for the divergence b01mdary. The qUaIl ti ti es involved in equa ti OllS (12) 
and (13) are the coefficients of eCluation (ll), which in turn are 
functions of t he factors of equations (9) and (10). Thus, 
(14) 
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Equation (12) is the famili~~ Routhts discriminant~ but its expression 
in terms of the factors i n eq1.'.at:i.ons (9) and (10) is considered too 
lengthy to be pres~lted here. 
Longitudinal Derivatives 
Values muat be assigned to the various partial derivatives 
appearing in equations (9) beforo the eqtmtions can be solved. No 
experimental values for the derlV'd.tives were availablo; hence computed 
va.lues were used. The computed derivative.s '\lere eyalt:.ated on the 
basis of experimental hydJ.'ofoil data obta.ined. from results of tests 
made in the Langley tar~ no. 1 at various immersions and speeds. 
A discussion of the methods used to cor~ute the various derivatives 
follows. Data presented in connecti on .,-i th the discussion a.! e f'or 
hydrofoils of rectGIlgular plan form a..'1.d tips , with an aspect 
ratio of 6, and operating at a velOCity of 20 feet per second. 
Experimental results indicate that, for a given angle of attack, 
marked changes in the lift and drag coefficients of hydrofoils 
occur with changes in speed . The values of the derivatives would 
undoubtedly be equally affected by any pronounced change in speed 
from that assumed, in t he irr~estigation. 
Change in Z-force with ve~tical displacement of the center of 
gravi t:Ydcz/az f .. _ If' the center of gravity moves downward, the 
hydrofoils are immersed deeper in the wat.er. Experimental results 
indicate that an increase in t he depth of immersion of a hydrofoil 
is accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the lift obtained. 
The increase in 11ft is proportional to, and of the same sign as, 
the initial lift. Thus, 
O(Cr) 
_-11: = 
oz' 
(15) 
n 
Values of kl are given in figure 26 for a dihedral angle of 00 
and in figure 27 for dihedral angles of 200 and 300 • The value 
of kl depends on the norr:Jal operating depth zen of the hydrofoil. 
The discontinuities in the curves of figure 27 coi ncide with the 
point where the tips of the hydrofoil break t he surface. In fig-
ure 26 and subsequent figures (01)n 1s based on the total area 
of the hydrofoil instead of the immersed area, and z is on 
measured in chord lengths of the parti cular hydrofoil under 
consideration. 
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The value of dCJd~' fo::..' a complete hydrofoil system is the 
negative sum. of the values of 00Ln!dZt for the individual hydrofoils. 
The values 0; OCLn!dZ ' for the various hydrofoils are derived from 
the d ~L)n/dZf n values obtained from figures 26 or 27 by making 
proper allo"Tance for the different areas and chords that are used 
to mruce the variou~ terms nondimensional . 
Change jn Z-force wlth lmgle of attack dOZ!'Ccr..- The value of 
the derivative ~Oz/da.. , is the negative sum. of the values 
of d0Ln/c~ (that is, the elopes of t he lift curves) for the 
individual hydrofoila . As i n t he case of CCZ/dZt , differences 
in the areas used in forming t he coe::.:'ficiel1ts must be taken into 
account when the ad.di tion is made. The slope of the lift curve 
depends on the depth of immersion of the hyd.rofoH , Typical 
var iations of the slope are given j.n figure 28 for 00 dihedral 
angle and in f igtU'e 29 for various dihedral angles. When figures 28 
and 29 are used to determine t he slope of t he lift, curve f or the . 
rear hydrofOil, the valu,; obta' ned is w'':' th respect to t he local 
angle of attac r ~ at t he rear 1 ydrofoil . In General the value 
of ~ is less t han t hat of cr. (measured at the center of gravity) 
by the amount of the down"lash angle E at t he rear hydrofoil. The 
slope of the lift curve for the rear hydrofoil must be corrected 
for dowmrash to give the required slope wi t h respect to cr.. The 
correction is applied by multiplying the slope obtained from 
fi gure 28 or 29 by the factor 1 - € cr.) where E cr. has some value 
in the range 
In equation (16), 
and d 01) l!do,l 
0<2 (16) 
Al is the aspect ratio of the front hydrofOil 
is t he 11ft-curve slope obta i ned from f igure 28 
or 29 for the front hydrofOil . 
ChaI!ge in Z-force with pitch atti tude dcz~e.-A change i n 
the pi tchatt1ttlde of the hydrofOi l sy s tem ,-rill cause a differentj al 
change in the depth of immersi on of the hydrofoils . The e'ffect on 
--- -------
I 
I 
! 
J 
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the Z-force may be estimated from the geometry of t he system and 
t he data of fi gures 26 and 27 , thus , for tHO tandem hydrofoils 
,; d fC ) d fc ) 
dCZ = .§l _\~ x _ ~2 cl \L/ 2 x 
dB 8 dZ y 1 8 c2 dZ i 2 1 2 
(17) 
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Cha...'l.ge in Z-force wHh pi tching veloci ty oCZ/{} Q~] . - The chi ef 
effec·C of-api tchirl..c.s velocity abovithecenter of grav·:i."ty of the 
hydrofoil system is to cause a change in loca.1. angle of attack at 
each hydrofoil. Tee change in effective cambor for the pitchi~g 
hydrofoiJ. introduces a small additional component of v0rtical force . 
(8ee reference 5.) The total effect for tyro hydrofoils in tandem 
may be assumed to be 
(18) 
where 
(20) 
In eQuations (18) and (19), ?J (CL)2!?Jo:.2 is the lifkurve slope for 
the rear hydrofoil, based on t he local angle of attack ~j xl and 
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X2 are the X- compon ents of the locations of the front and rear 
bydrofoi.l bydroa.ynf'mic c enters from the center of grevi ty expressed 
in terms of Clj and Sq i ndicates the rate of change of dOWIl'lmsh 
angle at the r ear hydrofoi l wi th change in nond.imensional pitching 
velocity qCl/V . The value of Eq will be in t he ran5e 
(21) 
. QE~g~l!-'LPi '~hi~~~~~n~ w: ._th Y~r~:tc~L91.snl§cem(7n~ ,.2£ th~ 
center o~ gravi ty oGmL?_~~ '- The changes in lift .. mentioned in the 
discus sion of the change in Zr-force with vert::'cal displacement of 
t he center of eravi t~T, prod.uce moment changes about the center of 
gravi ty, the lllr":'.gni tud_e of \Thich depend on the X--components of the 
dist9Ilces of the hyd.rofo ,1 hyd.rodynamic centers fron the center of 
g.cavi ty . The drag alGo increases 1d th cleeper immersion of t he 
hydrofoils. Anal/sis of the data obtained in Langley tank no . 1 
indicates that t he c llanr,e i n clrag can be expressed as 
(22) 
Values of ~ and k3 are given in figure 30 f or 00 dihedral 
angle ana_ i n fi gur e 31 for 300 dihedral angle . The drag changes 
Dnutiplted by the Z-components of the distanoes from the center 
of gravity to t he hydrofoil bydrodynamic centers give the drag 
contributions to the change in pitching moment . For t vlO hydro-
foils in tandem 
dCm ::: _~ d (CL) 1 
ozc s ~z ' 0_ 1 
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Change in pitching moment with angle of attack Cl9m/ Clo,. -
Physical considerations le9.d to t he expression, for two hydrofoils, 
(24) 
where is the drag coefficient of the front hydrofoil based 
on the area· of the front hydrofoil; is the drag coefficient 
of the rear hydrofoil l)ased on t 18 area of t he rear hydrofOil; 
and zl and z2 are the Z-components of the locations of the front-
and rear-hydrofoil h;:,-drodynamic C8ilters from the center of gravity, 
expressed in terms of cl' 
The slope of the drag curve for each hydrofoi l must be known to 
determine ClCm/oo, from equation (24) . The empirical relation 
was obtained from an analysis of the e::cpe-imental data . Values 
of k4 and k5 varied with t he depth of immersion of the 
hydrofOils in the manner shown in fi gur·e 32 for 00 dihedral angle 
and in figure 33 for 300 dihedral angle . 
Change in pi t ching moment ",i th pi tch a ttl tud.e oCm/ClB . - The 
differential change in the depth of i~1ersion of the hydrofoils 
introduced by a change in the pitch attitude of the hydrofoil 
system leads to variations in the lift and drag for each hydrofoil. 
These ve.riatioDS can be tr211s1ated into a va~j.ation in :pi telling 
mC):men-(j about the center of' gravity by uee of the geometry of the 
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hydrofoil system and equations (15) and (22) . For tvTO tandem 
hydrofoils 
dZ t 2 
(26) 
~hange in pitching Doment 'o1ith pitching veloci ty dCm/d~;+ .- 'The 
only important contribution to the p":' tchinG moment produced.'-riY ' a 
pitcMng velocity about the center of gravity is that associated 
wi th tbe change in lift on each h~rdrofoil as a result of t he change 
i n local angle of att ack . Thus} 
'='-C co d (C \ S 
a m wI \ LJ, 2 2 
-- = - - ___ -...I.. X - -
qCl S dcx, 1 S (j.:....d:. 1 
(27) 
V 
Lateral Equations of iotion 
Equations expresE'inc t .. e equilibriums of the forces and. moments 
i nvolved i n the lateral moti on8 are lITi tten on the same ass"umptions 
as tho El e used to obtain the lon3itudinal equa-cionfl . The equations 
of lateral motion are 
- -------------------------------------
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m-- + mrV = y~ + ¢ - + W + l!:- + r- + Y (t) d 2y . ~V" (CW ' ? ' cY . cY 
dt2 ov o¢ op or 
mk 2 g.~ = y oL + ~ ; P dL ; r cL + L ( t ) 
X dt2 dv o¢ dP dr (28) 
2 . 
mk 2 d 1Jr = yoN + ~ + .~ + raN + N(t) 
Z dt2 av o¢ 0P cr 
where y(t), Let), and N(t) e~e arbitrary disttrrbance functions. 
Equations (28' can be simpli ied by using y = dY, ~ = Y, P = ~, 
d'" I dt V dt and r = _0/ t o give 
dt 
Td~ d\jr oY rI. 
m"\i- + mV- = ~.- + 'f' dt dt cf3 
""' ~oY + 1if) .~ ~ oY + d\jr oY + Y ( t) I \o¢ , dt dp dt cr 
Equations (29 ) uill next be written in a nondimensionel form si:nilar 
to that used for the longitudinal eQuations . Thus, all anGles will 
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be expressed i n radians and all forces and moments in the standard 
NACA coefficient forms 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
Because of the different basls fo forming the moment coeffJcients 
(cf . e~uation (4) ) in the nondimensiona1 lateral e~uations of 
motion, all lengths vlill be expressed in terms of the span of the 
front hydrofoil bl , all values of time in terms of the time bl/V 
re~uired for the system to traverse t he djstance bl along the 
path of motion, and the mass in terms of ~~i.rSbl units . The 
nondimensional mass ~b' time sb ' fu~d radii of gyration KX 
and KZ thus bear the follm·ring relations to t he corresponding 
dimensional ~uantities: 
(34) 
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(36) 
The nondimensional form of equations (29) l)ecomes 
where Cy(Sb) , C1.\Sb), and Cn(Sb) are functi ons of nondimensional 
time that can be used to define the application of any lateral 
disturba...1ce to -the hydrofoil system. 
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T.Jateral Derivatlves 
In order to ootain a solution from e~vations (38), the various 
partJal derivatives involved. must be given numerical values. No 
experimentally determined values "ere availaole for any of the 
deri vati ves , and computed values 1-lere therefore used. Experj.ence 
has shown that t heoretical method.s are unreliable for obtaining many 
of t he lateral stabUity derivat '.ves of airplanes. Thi s fact, 
coupled with the additional comp2.icatlon of the presence of a free 
surface, suggests that t heoretical computations of the derivatives 
for hydrofoils wHl be even less satisfactory . Elaborate theoretical 
analyses to obtain the values of t he lateral sta~ility derivatives 
of hydrofoils, t herefore, appear to oe i111justifi ed until experimental 
data are available for use in checldng t he accurac~T of computed values. 
For most of t he later al derivatives, t he values of t he 
deri vati ves were first computed ,dth respect to t he hydrodynamic 
center of the hydrofoil f or motions at t .. le hydrodynami c center; from 
the geometry of the hydrofoil system t iie d.erj.vatives at the center of 
gravi t y of the hydrofoil system for motions at the centel~ of gravity 
were obtained. The following discussion will be mainly confined to 
methods of computing the lateral del'ivatives at the hyd.rod.ynamic center 
of the hydrofOil. SUC!1 deri vati ves can be readily converted to 
derivatives at the center of gravi ty of the hydrofoil system by the 
use of elementary mechanics when t he geometry of the system is known. 
Numerical data presented in connection with the discussion of the 
lateral derivatives were ootained from t he same sources and the same 
operating condiUons as t hose used in ootaining the longitudinal 
derivatives . The expressi ons derived are for the lateral derivatives 
of an II ideal" hydrofoil system w'i thout supporting struts. The presence 
of the supporting struts usually required will undouotedly have a · 
large influence on the values of certain of the lateral derivatives. 
Change in Y--force with. Bide~li!,_~Cy/di3.- During sideslip the 
effective angle of attack is differentially altered on each side of 
the hydrofoil, which changes the l i ft on each half in such a way that 
a component of side force is introduced. This effect is a function 
of the dihedral of the hyclrofoil . In addition, t he direction of the 
drag for ce is r otated to one side duri ng sideslipping . The sum of 
t hese effects is 
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where (ey) is the coef ficient, based on Sh, of the Y-component 
n 
of f orce at t he hydrodynamic center of the nth hydrofoil and I3n 
is the sideslip angle at the samo -point. The dihedral angle of 
the nth hydrofoil in radi ans is indicated by rn' The value of 
d ~ , ~n required in equation (39) can be obtained from figures 28 
d~ 
or 29, and the value of (en)n is given in f :tgure 34 for 00 dihedral 
Bllgle and in figure 35 for 300 dihedral engle. 
Change in Y--fo-r:'ce with angle of bank dCyjd¢.- The value of the 
d.erivative dC;~¢ '·ras estimated by t-r:'eatiIl{S each panel separately 
as a hydrofoIl of which the dihedral angle, angle of attack, centroid 
of lift J lift-curve slope , and immersed area vary ~Ni t h angle of bank. 
The chanee i n ef fect ive aspect ratio, which should be small for small 
changes i n bank anBle, "ras n eGlected. The vari ation in dihedral angle 
and immersed area wi t h angle of bank was obtained, by graphical 
methods for bankins about t he center of gravity of the hydrofOil 
system. The changes in l ift-curve slope and centroid of lift with; 
dihedral angle were obtained from figure 36. The value of O(CL)r/ dOn 
in t his figure i 3 for a lif t coef ficient based. on t he projected area 
of t he hydrof oil while banked, rather t han on the initial projected 
area, and vi t h tole lift measured ve"tically r egardless of the bank 
attitude. The lateral di splacement of t he cent=oid of l i ft from the 
juncture of t he hydrofoil panels is given by t he value of Yen in 
fi gure 36. In order t o make YCn nondimensi onal it is expressed in 
terms of t'vice the prOjected span of t he banked panel. The new angle 
of attack of the prolel after a change in bruL~ is 
~ = no cos ro sec r (40) 
where the subscri pt 0 refers to t he ini tial values for the hydrofoil 
panel, and r and ~ are t he values of t he dihedral angle and angle 
of attnck of the panel after a change in bank. (Note that r = rO ± ¢, 
where the sign depends on whether t he left or r ight panel is involved.) 
Equation (40 ) and t he values of d (CL)J'Or:tn and Yen ontained from 
figure 36 can be used t o determine the magnitude and point of 
application of CL for each brulked panel. The value of Cy for 
the banked hydrofoil is t hen determined by rules of simple mechanics. 
The value of 'OCy/d¢ is obtained graphically by plotting the values 
of Cy determined for several values of ¢ and measuring the slope 
of the resulting curve. 
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pbl Change in Y-force with ro1~ing ve~ocity dCy/~.- An estimation 
of the value of the derivative dCy/ct;;. was o11 tained. on the 
assumption that the side force ·would. be zero for rolling of the 
hydrofoil about its effective center of curvature in front elevation. 
The derivative for rolling about the center section of the hydrofoil 
can then be obtained. by an expression of the form 
(41) 
The parameter rn is given in figure 37 for various di,hedral angles. 
rb 
Change in Y-force with yawing velocity dCy/~.- The derivative 
~l -dCy/~ was assumed. to be zero for yawing about the hydrodynamic 
V 
center of the hydrofoil. 
Change in rolling moment .,i th Sideslip 2lcd2lf3.- The differential 
change in lift, produced. on each panel cf a hydrofoil during Sideslip, 
introduces a component of rolling moment about the center section. 
An additional component of rolling moment arises because . the point of 
application of the side force produced by sideslip lies above the 
center section. The sum of these effects is 
(42) 
where YC
n 
is obtained from figure 36 and d(CL)n!dan from figure 29. 
C~~ge in ro1~in~ moment with angle of bank 2lc~/O¢.- Increments 
of CL and CY' caused by a change in angle o:fOa.:iili~ -can be computed 
by methods outlined in the discussion of d~/d¢. These increments, 
when multiplied. by appropria to moment arms (expressed in span 
lengths), are used. to obtain a plot of C~ against ¢, from which 
the value of 0C~/d¢ is measured.. 
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Change in rolling moment with rolling velocity dC~/~.-y 
Reference 6 gives -0 . 2 as an average value of the derivative 
dO.,/~ for a conventional ail'plane wing. The value for a hydra-
"; V 
foil will probably he somewhat smaller, but in the absence of 
experimental data the average value mentioned wao used for rolling 
of the hydrofoil about its center section. 
Change in rolling moment with yawing velocity dC~/drbl._ The 
. V 
average value 
/ 
rbl 
was used for the derivative dC l O-y-. Reference 6 indicates that 
this value is suitable for w ngs w th moderate taper, and t he loss 
of lift on parts of a hydrofoil that approach the surface 1-TOuld 
result i n a similar lift distri ution if the hydrofoil had dihedral. 
Change in yawing moment with sideslip On/d~.- During sideslip 
--~----~--~----------------~~--~ the lift vector for each panel of a hydrofoil remains perpendicular 
to both the hydrofoil leading edge and the direction of moti on. 
Hence, the projection of the lift vector on the horizontal plane _ . ... , 
rotates forward for t Ie leading panel and rearvTard for t he trailing 
panel. The resulting couple about the hydrodynamic center of tbe 
hydrofOil is 
(44) 
Change in yawing moment wi th 811g1e of bank dC!}./d~.' - If, during 
banked motion of a hydrofoil, t he centroid of drag for each panel is 
asstuned to have the same location as t he centroid of lift and if the 
additional assumption is made that the variation of draG with lift is 
the same in the banked attitude as for zero bank, dOn/d¢ can be 
computed by methods similar to those used for dCy/d¢ and dC-dd¢. 
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Change in ymving moment with rolling veloci ty oCn/(l~~.- The 
average val ue given in "reference 6 for an elliptical distrib-ution 
of lift ivas used for t he deri va ti ve dC~ct.~l . Thus 
:: 
16 
The elliptica.l loading was assumed to approximate the loss in lift 
over the tip parts of a hydTofoil 'o1i th dihedral and 'o1i th the tips 
at the water surface . 
vaJ.ue 
/ 
r b l 
Cha.11ge in yavTinl~_m_o_m_en_t_'"~~_h_;Y~\vi_n_g_V_e_l_o_c_i_t_Y __ O_Cn, d J~- '- The 
~46) 
appears to b e a suitable approximation to the expression given by 
Glauert for elliptical i-rings (see reference 6) and hence was used in 
the calctuations . The selection of elliptical loading was based on 
the same considerations as for the derivati ve OCn/?p~l . 
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Figure 2 .- Deflnlflon of symbols for 0 represenfa-
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F'9vre 6.- Stable regIons rOY rcuo d,lJedro/ on!l/e s. S;;: = 5, ; 
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FIgure 7.- StobIe region with oCL/oz' double 
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F'9ure 9.- RCll7ge oT 51-able cel7fer- ol'-granly locatloll lOr two lIalues 01' /(y. 
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10.- VarlQt-lon or reQ/ parts or 
stQblllfy 1"001"05 UJ/"t-h XI. r=30"j 
.5z = 5, j E = 0.; l = /0. 0 CI ; z" == /. 74 c1 ,; 
Ky = 6.67 c, ,; z, = 5.00 c/ . 
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Fi9ure 11,- Varia flO/") or real ports or 
st-abl/lf-y roo-rs Gl./lf-h XI' /'= 30; 
5.z = 5, ; € = Z oCt, ; I = /0·0 c, ; Zo = 1.74 c, ; 
i.-( y = 6.6 7 C I ; Z I == 5·00 C I • 
Fig. 12 
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Ftqvre 12 .- J/orlorlo/J or real porrs (!)r 
srabl/ll-y rooTS w/t-h XI. r=oo. J 
Sz=.5/'; 6:=0; 1=/O.Oc, ;,zQ=/'OOcl ; 
Ky = 6·67 c I j ,z, = 5.00 c 1 • 
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Fiqure /3,- Varlaflon or reol porrs or 
STability rOOTS U,lIrh x,. r= 30; 
S~ = 5, ; € == 0; l = /0·0 c, ; Zo = /.74 c, ; 
K Y = 6·67 c 1 ; Z; = 0 . 
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FI9Uye 14 .- Varia/Ion or real pari"s or 
51-oblilfy roots Wlt-h XI' /'= 30°; 
Sz == 5, ; E = 0; 2 = /0.0 c, ; zo= 1.74 c/ j 
Ky = 6.67c/ ; z, = 10. 00 c, . 
NACA TN No. 1285 Fig. 15 
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rlqure /5.- Yarlol"lon or real parr-.s or 
stabillfy roots CL//f-h x/ ror Increased 
vertlco! dampIng. S2 = 51; 6 = 0; 
l = /0.0 C, j K y = 6.67 c, ; Z I == 5.00 c, . 
Fig. 16 
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